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SUNDA BAR BITES

SUNDA BAR BITES

SHISHITO PEPPERS $4
wok tossed with soy
NORI FRIES $4
seaweed seasoned fries, parmesan
ADOBO PORK BELLY BITES $4
crispy pork belly, soy glaze
LUMPIA $5
crispy pork and shrimp (shanghai style)
egg rolls, boston lettuce, sweet chili sauce
SHRIMP SKEWERS $5
garlic marinated shrimp, lemon
FIRECRACKER MAKI $6
tempura roll with tuna, cream cheese,
unagi sauce, sriracha & tempura crisp
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SUSHI HANDROLL
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DRAFT BEER $6

DRAFT BEER $6

SAKE* $6
salmon & avocado
SPICY TUNA* $6
pickled jalapeno, spicy mayo
SHRIMP* $6
shrimp tempura, cucumber,
spicy mayo & unagi sauce
VEGGIE $5
avocado, cucumber, jalapeno

YAZOO DOS PERROS
german munich malt, english pale malt, and
chocolate malt, and hopped with perle and saaz hops
LITTLE HARPETH CHICKEN SCRATCH
crisp & refreshing traditional american pilsner
made from malted barley, locally grown corn &
america’sonly native hop variety
MILL CREEK “LIL DARLIN”
orange peel and coriander give this gem of a
wheat beer a pleasant citrus touch. smooth,
light-bodied and refreshing, it’s delightfully
complex yet satisfying

WINE $6
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CK MONDAVI & FAMILY
WHITE WINE sauvignon blanc
RED WINE cabernet sauvignon
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GEKKEIKAN CAP ACE
medium-bodied with mild flavors
and a clean, dry finish
KIKUSUI FUNAGUCHI “RED” CAN
aged at low temperatures for one year which
allow aged funaguchi to acquire a heavier
mouthier feel and rich, generous character
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*These Products are served undercooked and/or raw. Please inform your server
of any food allergies. A friendly reminder: Consuming raw or undercooked meats,
poultry, seafood, shellfish, or eggs may increase your risk of food-borne illness. Sunda
does not carry coined change; bill will be rounded up to the nearest dollar.
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